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Design methodology of variant proteins, in which original functions can be manipulated by additive ligand binding, is an attractive target of protein engineering. Especially for multi-protein complexes, techniques for constructing variants which allow the switching on or off of original functions by ligands have been limited until now. We examined a method of utilizing a de novo designed protein module, IZ-DS, which has a tertiary structure that can be significantly changed from a random coil to a folded coiled-coil structure following binding with peptide ligand, IZ-3K. By introducing a metamorphosis IZ-DS sequence to one of the components in a target multi-protein complex, the IZ-3K binding and the subsequent structural transition of the IZ-DS moiety would affect the tertiary structure of the introduced protein unit, and the function of the total multi-protein complex may also be altered. In this research, we used the T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP)/T7 lysozyme complex as the target multi-protein complex, in which allosteric binding of the T7 lysozyme to T7 RNAP halts the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP. The IZ-DS sequence was introduced to the T7 lysozyme. By optimizing the introduction site of the IZ-DS sequence in the T7 lysozyme, we succeeded in constructing the T7 lysozyme variant, DS-Lys3a. In the absence of IZ-3K, the mixture of T7 RNAP and DS-Lys3a exhibited RNA synthesis due to the weakening of the interaction between T7 RNAP and DS-Lys3a. Whereas, after the addition of IZ-3K, RNA synthesis was significantly suppressed by the binding of DS-Lys3a/IZ-3K complex. The present methodology using a designed ligand-dependent metamorphosis protein sequence constitutes another possible method for the de novo manipulation of various functions of natural protein complexes.

Introduction

Methods of constructing recombinant proteins, in which original functions are manipulated with desirable external stimuli such as ions,1pH,2 photo-irradiation,3 or ligand binding,4 are an attractive target of protein design. In particular, applying these proteins to functional macromolecules, such as sensor proteins and ligand-dependent enzymes (in vivo or in vitro), tuning their functions with external specific ligands is quite a versatile technique. For this objective, conjugating the ligand-binding site from a natural receptor with the target protein has been widely performed and has received a good assessment of its feasibility.5 Although such combination proteins sometimes exhibit elegant success in endowing ligand-dependency,4 there have only been a few successful cases. One of the main reasons, perhaps, is that the tertiary structures of most natural ligand-binding domains are not significantly changed by ligand binding. Such small structural-alteration sometimes fails with a weak perturbation for the target protein structures introduced. Thus, the fluctuation of functions before and after ligand-binding is insignificant. In order to endow various target proteins with a ligand-dependent characteristic, a ligand-binding protein module in which the tertiary structure can be significantly altered by specific ligand binding would be necessary.

Recently, we have been engaged in the de novo design of coiled-coil proteins, in which 2–7 amphiphilic α-helical peptides are wrapped together in a superhelical manner, having 3.5 amino acids per turn.6 Following simple interactions, and the easier prediction of tertiary structure from the designed amino acid sequences, the coiled-coil proteins were studied for the design of de novo protein structures and functions. First, we designed a sequence, YGG(IEKKIEA)a, [d,e,f,g,a,b,c] designated as IZ8, where three IZ peptides assembled into a stable parallel homo-trimeric α-helical coiled-coil structure. Since the hydrophobic packing at the a and d positions is quite important for keeping the coiled-coil proteins in a bundled-structure, a small number of mutations of the a and/or d positions significantly influences their thermal stability.9 Replacing one Ile at the a position of the second heptad of IZ with a Trp, IZ-2aW, or an Ala, IZ-2aA, results in the bundled structures of both IZ-2aW and IZ-2aA becoming destabilized.10 By adding extra mutations at their f positions, IZ-2aW(Q) and IZ-2aA(A) take a random coil structure.11 On the other hand, they form an
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AAB-type hetero-trimeric coiled-coil structure, consisting of one IZ-2aW (or IZ-2aW(fQ)) and two IZ-2aA (or IZ-2aA(fA)). The size-complement effect in the hydrophobic packing of the side-chains, by one indole ring and two methyl groups, significantly contributes to the specificity of their assembly.

These drastic structural transitions, from random coil to coiled-coil structure, encouraged us to tune the tertiary structure of the natural enzyme. First, we applied the idea to the RNA hydrolysis enzyme, RNaseT1.12 By introducing two IZ-2aA(fA) sequences at each end of the circular permutant RNaseT1, its enzymatic activity for RNA hydrolysis was initially markedly suppressed, but was recovered by binding with IZ-2aW(fQ). The folding of two IZ-2aA(fA) with one IZ-2aW(fQ) into the trimeric coiled-coil structure would induce the refolding of the RNaseT1 moiety. Thus, a ligand peptide-triggered switch of enzyme activity was performed. Following the same concept, we succeeded in constructing a metal-ion dependent GFP, by combining the metal-ion triggered trimeric coiled-coil with a circular permuted GFP.13 Using such designed metamorphosis proteins allowed us to fabricate stimuli-dependent protein variants.

In this paper, we demonstrate the aforementioned strategy for tuning the function of multi-protein complexes. In nature, most proteins assemble and cooperatively, or sometimes interferingly, execute individual functions. In order to broaden our understanding of the modulation of such multi-protein systems, we examined the effect of the folding regulation of one of the components of a protein complex on the functions of the total protein complex. The alteration of one of the protein structures could affect the interaction with its counterparts. That, in turn, could affect the functional activity of the total protein complex.

According to procedures used in our previous work, the target proteins to be endowed with ligand-dependency required circular permutation14 due to the suppression of their original functions before the addition of ligand. However, since the distances between the N- and C-termini of more than half of the natural single domain proteins are not within 20 Å,15 circular permutation would restrict the applicability of our concept. Therefore, we designed a new coiled-coil module, IZ-DS, having two amphiphilic helical peptides and a flexible linker connecting them. This sequence can be inserted as a “ligand-triggered metamorphosis linker” instead of a linked peptide chain. After the addition of the counterpart helical peptide IZ-3K as a ligand, its structure is transformed from a random coil to a folded coiled-coil structure, accompanying the IZ-3K binding. Thus, the structure of the original protein, which is destabilized by the introduction of an unfolded IZ-DS sequence, would be recovered for the sake of the folding of the IZ-DS moiety, and then the function of the original protein could be turned on. This module should be helpful if introduced into most natural proteins or protein-complexes.

On the other hand, we chose a T7 RNAP/T7 lysozyme complex6 as the target multi-protein complex for this study. T7 lysozyme is known to bind with T7 RNAP and suppress the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP due to inhibition of the conformational change of T7 RNAP from the initiation complex to the elongation complex on the promoter. This allosteric interaction is performed on the surface between T7 lysozyme and T7 RNAP, and thereby, a small fluctuation of the T7 lysozyme structure may affect this allosteric interaction, resulting in the manipulation of RNA synthesis by T7 RNAP. By optimizing the introduction site of the IZ-DS sequence, we succeeded in constructing its variant, DS-Lys23. Using a general in vitro RNA synthesis protocol, we examined the alteration of the RNA synthesis activity of the DS-Lys23/T7 RNAP complex before and after the addition of the ligand peptide IZ-3K and succeeded in regulating the RNA synthesis (Scheme 1).

![Scheme 1](https://example.com/scheme1.png)

**Scheme 1** Schematic illustration of the ligand-induced switch of the protein-complex function.

**Results and discussion**

**Design of 2 + 1 heterotrimeric α-helical coiled-coil**

Recently, we have been engaged in the design of α-helical coiled-coil proteins, especially for trimeric α-helical coiled-coils. First, we designed the peptide sequence, YGG(IEKKIEA)4, IZ, forming a parallel homotrimeric α-helical coiled-coil structure. By mutating several Ile residues at the a and/or d positions with other amino acids, pH-dependent coiled-coils,16 metal-ion-dependent coiled-coils,17 and AAB- and ABC-type heterotrimeric coiled-coils18,19 were successfully constructed. In the case of the AAB-type heterotrimeric coiled-coil, the Ala-Ala-Trp interaction, instead of the Ile-Ile-Ile in IZ, at the a position of the second heptad repeat generated a heterogeneous interaction at the hydrophobic core and permitted the selective assembly of three different IZ-based mutant-peptides, having Ala or Trp at the a position. Although each α-helical peptide adopted a random coil structure, they assembled into the trimeric coiled-coil structure, only by mixing at a 2:1 ratio. This selective assembly, accompanying marked structural transition from a random coil to a coiled-coil structure, may be an effective way of modulating the tertiary structure of various natural proteins, allowing protein activity to be switched on or off. By connecting two IZ-2aA(fA) sequences (A-type peptide) to the N- and C-termini of the circular permutable RNaseT1, the binding of IZ-2aW(fQ) (B-type peptide) exhibited a significant increase in RNaseT1 activity.12 The newly generated terminal ends of the target protein resulting from the construction of the circular permutant could be brought close enough together to refold and recover the original structure with the aid of the AAB-type trimeric coiled-coil assembly. With this strategy, however, circular permutation of the target protein is necessary, which restricts the applicability of the designed metamorphosis peptide sequences that respond to ligand peptides. Therefore, we aimed to create another peptide sequence, which responds to
an externally added peptide, that permits simple insertion into various natural protein sequences without circular permutation.

A type of "ligand-triggered metamorphosis linker", in which the tertiary structure is significantly changed by ligand binding, was postulated to be a prominent candidate for this objective, since this peptide sequence could be easily inserted into various natural proteins instead of a linked peptide chain. Changing the tertiary structure of a "ligand-triggered metamorphosis linker" by ligand binding could markedly affect the conjugated target protein. We first designed the 2 + 1 heterotrimeric coiled-coil, referring before and after ligand binding would increase. To this end, we designed the 2 + 1 heterotrimeric coiled-coil, referring the previously designed AAB-type trimeric coiled-coil. The amino acid sequences of IZ-3K, IZ-W, DC, and IZ-A4.

IZ-AA

\[
\text{Ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia}
\]

Linker: GGTGGG

IZ-W

\[
\text{Ieqeiia ieqeiia wqkirea ieqeiia cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia}
\]

Linker: GGTGGG

IZ-DS

\[
\text{Ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia}
\]

Linker: GGTGGG

IZ-3K

\[
\text{Ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia}
\]

Linker: GGTGGG

IZ-A4

\[
\text{Ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba ieqkiba cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed cbaqfed aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia aeiqkia}
\]

Linker: GGTGGG

IZ-W consists of one \(\alpha\)-helical peptide, both with one Ala mutation instead of Ile at the \(a\) or \(d\) position, and a flexible linker, GGTGGG, connecting them, while IZ-W consists of one \(\alpha\)-helical peptide with one Trp mutation at the \(a\) position instead of Ile. The CD spectra of IZ-AA and IZ-W were replaced by a Glu. The Gln mutation at the \(f\) positions reduces interaction among the \(\alpha\)-helical peptides in the coiled-coil, which means we could expect increases in interaction specificity between them. The \(e\) positions of the first \(\alpha\)-helical peptide and the \(g\) positions of the second \(\alpha\)-helical peptide in the IZ-AA were occupied by a Glu, while the \(g\) positions of the first \(\alpha\)-helical peptide and the \(e\) positions of the second \(\alpha\)-helical peptide were occupied by Lys. In IZ-W, the \(e\) positions were occupied by Glu and the \(g\) positions by Lys. After the formation of a 1:1 complex, they formed a trimeric \(\alpha\)-helical coiled-coil structure, having a salt-bridge interaction between the \(e\) and \(g\) positions of each helix and Ala-Ala-Trp interaction at the hydrophobic core. The CD spectra of IZ-3K and IZ-W and a 1:1 mixture of the two are shown in Fig. 2(a). IZ-3K seemed to form a \(\alpha\)-helical structure even in the absence of IZ-W. The two \(\alpha\)-helical peptides in IZ-AA alone cannot make a dimeric or polymeric bundled structure, but connection with a linker sequence should reinforce the interaction between them despite the weakening of the hydrophobic interaction by the Ala mutation. In contrast, IZ-W alone takes a random coiled structure. After mixing IZ-AA and IZ-W in a 1:1 ratio, a slight increase of the helicity compared with that of IZ-AA was observed. This suggests that an assembly of IZ-AA with IZ-W would form a trimeric coiled-coil structure. Increases in the \(T_m\) values observed in the presence of 2 M urea, from \(>50^\circ\text{C}\) for IZ-3K to \(56^\circ\text{C}\) for the 1:1 mixture of IZ-AA and IZ-W, also supported the heterogeneous 1:1 binding (Fig. 2(c)). But an intramolecular interaction of two \(\alpha\)-helical peptides in IZ-AA, forming a coiled-coil-like structure, was not suitable for the current purpose as a ligand-triggered metamorphosis linker. Thus we designed a different 2 + 1 heterotrimeric coiled-coil using another interaction at the hydrophobic core.

IZ-DS is composed of two \(\alpha\)-helical peptides and a 6-residue linker, GGTGGG, which connects them. In IZ-3K, the \(a\) position of the second heptad repeat of the first helical peptide is Asp, and the \(d\) position of the third heptad repeat of the second helical peptide is Ser. In order to decrease the interaction between the \(\alpha\)-helical peptides in IZ-3K, the \(f\) positions of the first and second helical peptides were replaced by a Gln. IZ-3K, based likewise on the IZ sequence, has a Lys at the \(d\) position of the third heptad repeat. To prevent the formation of the homotrimer of IZ-3K, the \(e\) positions were occupied by an Ala, referring to the design concept in IZ-2aMA(IA). The \(e\) positions of the first \(\alpha\)-helical peptide and the \(g\) positions of the second \(\alpha\)-helical peptide in IZ-3K were occupied by Glu, while the \(g\) positions of the first \(\alpha\)-helical peptide and the \(e\) positions of the second \(\alpha\)-helical peptide were occupied by Lys. In IZ-3K, the \(e\) positions were occupied by a Glu and the \(g\) positions were occupied by Lys. After the formation of a 1:1 complex, it is possible that they form a trimeric \(\alpha\)-helical coiled-coil structure, having a salt-bridge interaction of Glu and Lys between the \(e\) and \(g\) positions of each helix and a salt-bridge interaction of Lys and Asp at the hydrophobic core. We performed the CD spectral measurements for 10 \(\mu\)M of IZ-3K and a 1:1 mixture of the two in 20 mM Tris HCl buffer (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl; these results are illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
Both IZ-DS and IZ-3K showed CD spectra with $\theta$ minima less than 200 nm, corresponding to a random coil structure, while the 1:1 mixture showed $\theta$ minima at 208 and 222 nm, typical for an $\alpha$-helical structure. The ratio of $[\theta]_{222}/[\theta]_{208}$ was 1.03, supporting an $\alpha$-helical coiled-coil structure. The $[\theta]_{222}$ changes of IZ-DS by the addition of IZ-3K showed a clear flexion point at a 1:1 ratio of IZ-DS and IZ-3K, indicating 1:1 binding between them (data not shown). The $T_m$ value of the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex was estimated at 58 °C from the temperature dependence of $[\theta]_{222}$ based on the two-state folding model (Fig. 2(d)).

In order to support the formation of electrostatic interaction between Asp and Lys at the hydrophobic core, we observed the IR spectra of a carboxyl group in the Asp residue. IR spectroscopy of the carbonyl group is quite a good indicator for examining the protonated or deprotonated state of carboxylic groups in the protein scaffold. Generally, in the deprotonated state, the IR bands corresponding to the symmetrical and asymmetrical vibrations are observed at 1650–1540 cm$^{-1}$ and 1450–1360 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, and at 1780–1705 cm$^{-1}$ in the protonated state. We measured the IR spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of IZ-DS/IZ-3K (total concentration of protein was 300 μM or 1.5 mM) in a solution of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0 or 3.0) containing 100 mM NaCl, as shown in Fig. 3. Although the carboxyl groups of Glu from IZ-DS and IZ-3K also show the IR bands for the deprotonated species at 1565 cm$^{-1}$ (asymmetric stretch) and 1403 cm$^{-1}$ (symmetric stretch), the IR band corresponding to the protonated species was not observed at pH 7.0. When the pH was decreased to 3.0, the protonated carboxyl group band was observed at 1723 cm$^{-1}$ with a concomitant decrease of the IR bands from the deprotonated forms (Fig. 3(a) and 3(c)). IZ-DS has 16 Glu residues and one Asp residue, and IZ-3K has four Glu residues; therefore, a total of 21 carboxyl groups exist in the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex. Among them, only the Asp residue in IZ-DS is designed to interact with the Lys residue in IZ-3K through the interhelical

![Fig. 2](https://example.com/fig2.jpg)
hydrophobic space. To examine the interaction between Asp and Lys residues, we compared the IR spectra of the IZ-DS/IZ-3K and IZ-DS/IZ-2K complexes. The sequence of IZ-2K is shown in Fig. 1. IZ-3K has a Lys at the d position of the third heptad repeat, while IZ-2K has a Lys at the α position of the second heptad repeat. The frequency of the carboxyl group of the Asp residue in IZ-DS should be different depending on the manner of interaction with the Lys residue, which is located at different positions in IZ-3K and IZ-2K. In Fig. 3(a), two large bands at 1650 and 1548 cm\(^{-1}\) originate from amide bonds in the polypeptide, which are called amide I and II modes, respectively. To clarify the vibrational bands of deprotonated and protonated carboxyl groups in the peptide, we calculated the difference spectrum in Fig. 3(c). Fig. 3(d) shows the different spectra of IZ-DS/IZ-3K and IZ-DS/IZ-2K complexes, in which a positive band at 1403 cm\(^{-1}\) and a negative band at 1456 cm\(^{-1}\) are probably assigned to the symmetric vibration of the deprotonated carboxyl group of the Asp residue. The frequency of the 1456 cm\(^{-1}\) band of the IZ-DS/IZ-2K complex was unusually higher than that reported in the literature, suggesting an unknown interaction between the carboxyl group of the Asp with other residues, although the total similarity between the IR spectra of both complexes indicates that they retain a similar trimeric coiled-coil structure. Also, the frequency of the 1403 cm\(^{-1}\) band from the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex was similar to those of other carboxylic groups in the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex. The absorbance at 1403 cm\(^{-1}\) in Fig. 3(d) corresponded to one twenty-first, compared with that in Fig. 3(c), suggesting that the absorbance of the 1403 cm\(^{-1}\) band in Fig. 3(d) corresponds to one Asp in the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex. To support the differences of interaction between Lys and Asp residues in the IZ-DS/IZ-3K and IZ-DS/IZ-2K complexes, we compared their T\(_m\) values, calculated from their temperature dependence [\(\theta_T\)], shown in Fig. 4. The T\(_m\) values were estimated at 58 °C for IZ-DS/IZ-3K and 42 °C for IZ-DS/IZ-2K. This result would indicate that there was a more effective
interaction between Lys and Asp in IZ-DS/IZ-3K than IZ-DS/Iz-2K.

By means of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, we determined that the carboxyl group of Asp is in the deprotonated form in the hydrophobic area of the IZ-DS/IZ-3K complex. Meanwhile, our previous work on IZ-2aE17a and the work by Tripet et al.8 suggest that the placement of a negatively-charged residue at the hydrophobic core results in serious destabilization with respect to the coiled-coil formation; thus the neighboring cationic species from Lys would interact and lessen this unfavorable effect. As a result, the electrostatic interaction at the hydrophobic core prevented the self-assembly of IZ-DS and IZ-3K, and instead, enabled a hetero-assembly between them. The pair IZ-DS and IZ-3K were considered to be suitable as a ligand-triggered metamorphosis linker sequence and a ligand peptide for the current objective.

Choosing an optimized site on the T7 lysozyme for the insertion of metamorphosis IZ-DS sequence

In order to manipulate T7 RNAP activity by tuning the tertiary structure of T7 lysozyme by the ligand-triggered metamorphosis IZ-DS sequence, we attempted to discern the optimal site for insertion of IZ-DS. Since fluctuation of the T7 lysozyme structure is performed by structurally altering the IZ-DS moiety by IZ-3K binding, we first used the folded dimeric coiled-coil as a substitute for the folded state of IZ-DS, induced by the complex with IZ-3K. The dimeric coiled-coil, DC, was constructed by connecting two $\alpha$-helical peptides based on the GCN4-pIL-based sequences23 with a flexible linker, EGGTGG, giving a single-chain dimeric coiled-coil (Fig. 1). The CD spectrum of DC (10 $\mu$M) in 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) buffer, containing 50 mM NaCl, indicated a typical $\alpha$-helical shape with spectral minima at 208 and 222 nm. The ratio of $[\theta]_{222}/[\theta]_{208}$ was about 1.0 for the coiled-coil structure (data not shown), and its $T_m$ value was over 95 °C. Using DC, we first chose the most tolerant site for incorporation, without losing the tertiary structure and the inhibition activity of the T7 lysozyme moiety for T7 RNAP. Inhibition activity was measured using the standard in vitro RNA production system. In order to avoid non-specific interactions among T7 lysozymes with template DNA or the produced RNA etc. due to the cationic charges of the T7 lysozyme, 0.01 wt% BSA was added as a dummy protein in the enzyme reaction. Upon the addition of DC-Lys23 to the T7 RNAP solution, the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP was clearly suppressed. From the titration analyses of DC-Lys23 for the RNA synthesis reaction, we determined an IC$_{50}$ value of 0.5 $\mu$M, which is about 5-fold weaker than that of wild-type T7 lysozyme (Fig. 6 and Table 1).

![Fig. 4](image-url) Temperature dependence of $[\theta]_{222}$ of IZ-DS/IZ-3K (red) and IZ-DS/IZ-2K (black) complexes; $[\theta]_{222} = 2.5 \mu M$, $[\theta]_{IZ-3K}$ or $[\theta]_{IZ-2K} = 2.5 \mu M$, 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl, 25 °C.

**Fig. 4**

![Fig. 5](image-url) Schematic illustrations of the T7 lysozyme variants.

**Fig. 5**

![Fig. 6](image-url) The inhibition of RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP by WT-Lys (red) and DC-Lys (black) [T7 lysozyme variant] = 0–5 $\mu$M; T7 RNAP 5 u, 20 mM rNTP, 10 mM DTT, 2 mM spermidine, 0.01 wt% BSA, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), reaction time 2 hours.

**Fig. 6**
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Table 1 IC₅₀ of lysozyme variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T7 Lysozyme variants</th>
<th>IC₅₀ (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT-Lys</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-Lys²³</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS-Lys²³</td>
<td>&gt;50²⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS-Lys²³ + IZ-3K</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Due to the solubility of DS-Lys²³, we could not determine the exact value.

On the other hand, IZ-A4, has the same peptide-length as IZ-AA but takes a random coiled structure due to the extra Ala mutations instead of Ile at the α position of the third heptad repeat of the first α-helical peptide and the β position of the second heptad repeat of the second α-helical peptide of IZ-AA. In A4-Lys²³, DC in DC-Lys²³ was substituted with IZ-A4 sequence, and we examined its inhibition activity for T7 RNAP. IZ-A4 was used as the substitute of an unfolded IZ-DS. From the SDS-PAGE analysis, A4-Lys²³ was observed in the supernatant fraction, suggesting that its tertiary structure was retained, but the inhibition activity for the RNA synthesis was diminished, even with the addition of more than 200 µM of this conjugate. The CD spectrum of A4-Lys²³ shown in Fig. 7 supported a destabilized protein structure, due to the insertion of an unstructured IZ-A4 sequence. Consequently, the site between Pro²³ and Ser²³ should be a position well suited for switching the T7 RNAP activity by transformation of the IZ-DS moiety.

Fig. 7 CD spectrum of A4-Lys²³; [A4-Lys²³] = 2.5 µM, 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl, 25 °C.

Construction of the IZ-DS-conjugated T7 lysozyme and its inhibition activity for the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP

We constructed the IZ-DS-conjugated T7 lysozyme variant by exchanging the IZ-DC sequence of DC-Lys²³ with the IZ-DS sequence and named it DS-Lys²³. First, we examined the CD spectral changes of DS-Lys²³ upon the addition of IZ-3K to observe the binding behavior, as shown in Fig. 8. Before the addition of IZ-3K, the CD spectrum of DS-Lys²³ (10 µM) in 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl, indicated a mixed spectrum, supposedly composed of those with destabilized T7 lysozyme with a partially folded IZ-DS sequence. Following the addition of IZ-3K to DS-Lys²³, the CD values at 208 and 222 nm, typical for the α-helix formation, were decreased and saturated at addition of one equivalent of IZ-3K. The IZ-3K binding and the subsequent coiled-coil formation at the IZ-DS moiety of DS-Lys²³ should mainly contribute to these spectral changes; thus the flexibility of IZ-DS moiety would still be maintained. The 1:1 complex of DS-Lys²³ with IZ-3K intimates a precise recognition of the IZ-DS moiety for IZ-3K. Meanwhile, the structural alteration of the IZ-DS moiety, evaluated from the CD spectral change of DS-Lys²³ by IZ-3K seems to be smaller than that of the complex of IZ-DS with IZ-3K (Fig. 2(b)). This may be caused by a tendency to maintain the original folding of the T7 lysozyme moiety, and it may help to bring the edge of the introduced helical peptides of the IZ-DS sequence close enough to promote the formation of a dimeric coiled-coil-like structure; although only IZ-DS takes a random coil structure.

The detailed binding affinity of DS-Lys²³ with IZ-3K was analyzed using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measurement. IZ-3K was biotinylated at the N-terminal via biotin-polyethylene glycol-EGGG linker and immobilized onto an avidin-coated sensor chip, SA (Biacore). Following injection of the DS-Lys²³ solution onto this sensor chip, an SPR signal, cor-responding to the DS-Lys²³ binding, was observed. From the titration analyses of DS-Lys²³, we obtained a Kᵥ value of 244 nM. As a control experiment, we observed the binding of IZ-DS using the same sensor chip and obtained a Kᵥ value of 308 nM. These comparable affinities also indicate that the inserted IZ-DS moiety in DS-Lys²³ would maintain its flexibility without losing its binding ability for IZ-3K, and that this structural alteration would be expected to induce a perturbation of the T7 lysozyme scaffold.

Next, the effect of IZ-3K binding to DS-Lys²³ on the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP was examined using the same standard RNA production conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Although the addition of 20 µM DS-Lys²³ showed a slight decrease in RNA synthesis, the subsequent addition of 20 µM of IZ-3K indicated an effective decrease in RNA synthesis. From the curve fitting analyses of Fig. 9(b), the IC₅₀ for DS-Lys²³ was evaluated to be higher than 50 µM, while that for DS-Lys²³ + IZ-3K was 7.0 µM. Although the recovered inhibition activity was about 1.4%, compared with that of the wild-type T7 lysozyme, a successful restoration of T7 lysozyme activity by the IZ-3K binding was realized.

Using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurement, we attempted to evaluate the binding constant of T7 RNAP with T7...
of the RNA synthesis of T7 RNAP. Manipulation of protein–protein interactions by external specific ligands remains one of the important targets in protein engineering. Our method illustrates the possibility of a rational approach to the tuning of protein–protein interactions.

Experimental

Taq DNA polymerase, restriction enzymes, T4 DNA ligase and alkaline phosphatase were purchased from Takara Shuzo, Japan. General chemicals, isopropyl-β-D-thiogalacto-pyranoside (IPTG), baclo tryptone, agar, and yeast extract (Wako Chemicals, Japan), ampicillin (Meiji Seika, Japan), Agarose ME (Iwai Chemicals, Japan), glycojen (Roche Diagnostics, Japan) and reagents were used without further purification.

Expression and purification of the wild-type T7 lysozyme and its variants containing the α-helical coiled-coil

The DNA fragments, with Ncol and HindIII restriction enzyme sites at each end, encoding the T7 lysozyme or its mutants fused with coiled-coils, IZ-DS, IZ-DC, and IZ-A4 were inserted into the pET-21d(+) vector (Novagen). E. coli BL21(DE3) cells were transformed with each plasmid, and were cultured at 37 °C for 3 h in 250 ml of LB medium, and then at 25 °C for 12 h in the presence of 1 mM IPTG. The cells were harvested, resuspended in 7 ml of 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) buffer, containing 2 M urea, and sonicated. The suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant fraction was separated. The supernatant was applied to a His-Bind Resin column (Novagen) (3 ml). The resin was washed with 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.9) buffer (30 ml) containing 500 mM NaCl and 5 mM imidazole, and then with the same buffer containing 500 mM NaCl and 60 mM imidazole (50 ml). The target protein was eluted with the same buffer containing 1 M imidazole (20 ml), and each fraction was analyzed by 15% SDS-PAGE. The fractions containing the target protein were collected, and this solution was dialyzed five times against 1 L of 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) and 500 mM NaCl and 60 mM imidazole (50 ml). The target protein was eluted with the same buffer containing 1 M imidazole (20 ml), and each fraction was analyzed by 15% SDS-PAGE. The fractions containing the target protein were collected, and this solution was dialyzed five times against 1 L of 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl at 4 °C. Refolding was carried out by slow dilution of the denaturing agent, urea, in the 8 M urea solution, containing 0.1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) of each protein. The concentration of each protein solution was determined by the A280 values in a 6 M guanidine hydrochloride solution, using the ε280 values, 26700 M−1 cm−1 for WT-Lys, 26700 M−1 cm−1 for DS-Lys3, and 29300 M−1 cm−1 for DC-Lys23, respectively.

Circular dichroism (CD) measurement

All CD measurements were carried out on a JASCO J-820 spectrometer, with a 2 mm path length cuvette. The CD spectra of prepared proteins (2.5 or 10 μM) were measured in 20 mM Tris HCl buffer (pH 7.5) containing 50 mM NaCl. The mean residue ellipticity, [θ], is given in units of deg cm2 dmol−1. Thermal transition curves were obtained by monitoring [θ]222 as a function of temperature with a 2 mm path length cuvette. The protein concentration was 20 μM, and the temperature was increased at a rate of 1 °C/min. To determine each Tm value from the respective thermae dnaaturation data of [θ]222, we applied the method described by J. W. Bryson et al.25
**In vitro RNA synthesis of T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of T7 lysozyme variants**

Evaluation of the inhibition activities of T7 lysozyme variants was performed using the standard *in vitro* RNA translation kit, supplied by PROMEGA Co. Ltd. An 80 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) solution (20 μL) containing 50 ng of linearized DNA, encoding luciferase (1800 bp), and 5 μ of T7 RNA polymerase (invitrogen), T7 Lysozyme variants (0–20 μM), rNTP (5 mM each), 1 μ of RNase inhibitor (invitrogen), 24 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM dithiothreitol and 0.01 wt% BSA was incubated for 2 h at 37°C. To digest template DNA, 10 μ of DNasel was added and the solution was incubated for 15 min at 37°C. Then, it was mixed with phenol/chloroform (1/1) solution. After centrifugation, the upper fraction was separated and treated by ethanol precipitation. The precipitate was dissolved in 10 μL of DEPC water, containing 3.8 μL of RNA loading buffer and 18 μL of RNA sample buffer and incubated for 10 min at 70°C. This was subjected to 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and the fluorescence intensity of the produced RNA band was analyzed using Shion-Image software.

**Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements**

A Biacore biosensor system, Biacore 2000 (GE Healthcare), was applied over the sensor chip at a rate of 20 μl/min of various concentrations in PBS containing 0.005% Tween20 were applied over the sensor chip, SA. 1:1 Langmuir binding. The equilibrium association constant, Kₐ, was calculated from the two rate constants using the equation, Kₐ = kₐ / kₐ₋₁. The dissociation rate constants, kₐ₋₁, were examined by first adjusting for background changes and dissociation rates, kₐ, using a model of 1:1 Langmuir binding. The equilibrium association constant, Kₐ, was calculated from the two rate constants using the equation, Kₐ = kₐ / kₐ₋₁.

**Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurement**

ITC experiments were carried out using a VP-ITC (MicroCal) calorimeter interfaced with a microcomputer. All T7 lysozyme variants were in 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) containing 400 mM NaCl, and all solutions were thoroughly degassed using the degassing equipment provided with the instrument. The T7 RNAP solution was titrated into the T7 lysozyme variant solutions (20 μM). Each titration of T7 RNAP solution consisted of a preliminary 2 μL injection followed by 23 subsequent 5 μL additions, which were performed over 10 s periods at 240 s intervals. The heat for each injection was subtracted from the dilution heat of the titrant, and each heat correction was divided by the number of moles of ligand injected. Data were analyzed using the Origin software supplied by MicroCal.

**ATR-FTIR measurement**

The sample solution was placed on the surface of a diamond ATR crystal (Durasampler II, Smiths Detection, 9 effective internal reflections). To regulate the sample temperature, we supplied a glass jacket with circulating water from a low-temperature thermostat (ECOLINE Steradition RE104, LAUDA) on the ATR accessory. The temperature was kept at 23°C during the measurements. ATR-FTIR spectra of the sample solutions were recorded with 2 cm⁻¹ resolution by a Bio-Rad FTS-6000 spectrometer, equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT-detector. The spectra were constructed from 256 interferograms, and six spectra were averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. The spectra of the buffer solutions were used as background spectra to remove the infrared absorption from water, buffer, etc.
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